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I read about it on an Aussie blog, with a bloke
gushing about a Carbonology intermediate ski and
the name Hein van Rooyen. Last time I checked
Hein was in PE and hadn't emigrated. Shurz nutz,
Hein, who many of us know as a class sprinter and
marathoner, has been turning out skis and paddles
undgr the Carbonology brand, and crazily, few of
us (new about them.

They started with the Atom, which was deadly
fast and pretty unstable. Now to cater for the
intermediate market they have launched the
brand-new Vault. lnstead of following the trend of
taking an existing ski and reshaping it, they have
started, I suspect, more from a kayak point of view
and designed a ski around the latest trends that
have revolutionized Kl designs, where stability
comes with speed.

The ski looks funky. Straight away you can see
that it hasn't incorporated the bulky high volume
nose, and like many successful K1's, it incorporates
the new revelation of adding stability by spreading
the volume along the waterline length, creating a
tubular cigar shaped hull with volume stretched to
the nose and stern of the boat.

The next thing you notice on closer inspection
is the superb finishing. From the deck and hull out
of the mould to the seams, pedals and trimmings,
this is a beautifully and very carefully put together
craft.

Widest behind the seatwell, the back deck is
broad and flat with a rounded platypus tail, while
the nose is actually quite narrow. The craft, as
with many new intermediate skis, is shorter than a
full-on elite racer by about 40cm, and comes in at
around 6m (much like the Epic V10 Sport or Fenn
Swordfish).

The seatwell offers a deep seat that is not too
narrow. Both sides are quite high and thick, making
for strength around the cockpit area. The footwell
is tapered down with the narrowing of the hull and
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The new Garbonology Vault.

Bullet Venturi scuppers

makes for a snug fit around the feet. The deep
seat and high sides do make a bit of an issue on
deepwater remounting though.

The fully adjustable vertically mounted footbar/
pedals are brilliant; boasting beautifully finished
carbon pedals with stainless steel fittings. The
cord is run through the pedals (not in-and-out) and
elegantly fastened to the front of the footwell. The
footrest is fitted with a big carbon footrest, and the
footwell has a bungee strapdown for juice, spares,
flares etc.

Flip it over and the Vault is instantly different.
A sleek tubular nose with volume throughout
leads to a broader midsection under the seatwell
that doesn't become too flat, but rather retains
a smoothly bowl-shaped profile. There are two
beautifully finished bullet venturi bailers of the
kind we first saw on the Red 7 skis. The square
rudder assembly features a large faced blade and
an unusual carbon "bowl" covering the rudder
assembly on the back deck.

Pick it up, and you will realise that the ski is light.
The demo model I tried was the entry level Glass/
Epoxy model that, thanks to vacuum moulding,
came in at just over 13kgs. The boat was stiff, light
and being slightly shorter, a joy to carry around and
load onto roofracks.

On the water you sense immediately that this
is a nippy, responsive craft. lt is fundamentally
stable, but at the same time responsive. lts below-
the-waterline shape is fast and sleek and it is
surprisingly quick, compounded by the fact that the
stability breeds confidence and thereby speed.

The seatwell is snug, quite reassuring to be
able to brace your legs against when it gets lumpy.
The brilliant bailers get to work quickly (6 or Tkmh)
and drain very fast.

The steering is very responsive and direct. In
fact the boat has a very smooth and solid feel under
pedal steering and turns nimbly to the smallest

micro steering, which is great when trying to adjust
your position on a run trying to link another bump.

The nose issue is also interesting. The boat
handles well and holds its line nicely. Being shorter
and lower volume you notice it when pushing out
through the surf and popping bigger foamies,
where the trimmer design does not bounce to the
surfbce as quickly, and due to the nose design
there is a greater chance of taking on water. That
is the price you pay, I guess for the nimble Kl style
performance, and the average paddler chooses to
go out in more manageable conditions when this
is less of an issue. I am a fan of cowlings and I
think the option of a cowling would be a good one
for the Vault.

The boat's quick and responsive nature takes
it to the point where I would rather class it as a
performance-intermediate boat, than a beginner-
intermediate. lt rewards confident paddling with
gazelle-like agility.

Carbonology have not opted for the flat hull
profile that brings stability at all cost. Instead the
compromise "broad-dish" profile and volume
displaced along its entire length creates a roll in the
primary stability that is not an issue for a confident
paddler, and aids performance, but is noticeable
under the hesitant stroke. Hence a performance-
intermediate category.

This is the kind of ski you develop a relationship
with. lt is tactile and responsive and beautifully put
together.

Weights under the various construction options
are for the fully fitted final product:

Glass vacuum Epoxy: 13.5k9, Multipurpose
(Carbon/Kevlar/polyester/glass river hull) epoxy
vacuum with dual rudders (tail and understern):
14.5k9, Hybrid carbon/glass vacuum epoxy:
12.5k9, Carbon foam epoxy vacuum: 11k9, Carbon
honeycomb Kevlar epoxy vacuum: 9.5k9.
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